
Install shelf 
bracket through
the cutout 
in wall.

Shelf box is installed
through the bracket.

    The 2 piece recessed shelf is field installed into the
    shower wall through a cutout in the wall.

    The first piece to be installed is a bracket “frame” piece.

    This part is identified having pre-drilled mounting holes  
    along the perimeter. (See Item as shown in Figure 1.)

    This part is secured to the shower wall using flat head
    screws with washers and nuts. 

    After the bracket is secured, the recessed shelf is
    carefully pushed into the frame. The recessed box has
    molded tabs along a four sides the will click against
    the frame locking the shelf into place. 

    Follow the step by step installation procedure below.

1. The 2 piece recessed shelf is field installed into the
    shower wall through a factory provided cutout.

    If there is no factory cutout, a cutout may be made in
    the field. To create a cutout, carefully consider location
    to comply with code requirements (if applicable).

    Examples of cutouts are shown in the shower image
    to the right Figure 2. 

For best results, please read and follow all directions.

Both recessed shelves install the same. If installing both
shelves, the single shelf is typically installed high, the 
double shelf low as shown in Figure 2. 

The recessed shelf is available in 2 sizes: 

Single shelf measures:         7” wide and 11 1/2” high.
Double shelf measures:    12 1/2” wide x 11 1/2” high. 

2. If placing a cutout on a shower that has a tile pattern,
    consider placement so the recessed shelf fits between
    the grout lines if possible. 

3. When location is confirmed, apply painters tape where
    the cutout is located. Mark the edges of the cutout on 
    this tape. The tape will help protect the surface of the
    shower from scratches when using the cutting tool.
   
    Confirm cutout size and location before making the cut.
    Place a drop cloth or scrap cardboard on the shower
    floor to avoid scratches to the floor. 

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Secure bracket to shower 
with bolt/washer & nuts

4. Note cutout size of recessed shelf you are installing.

    The Single Shelf and Double Shelf cutout sizes are 
    indicated in Figure 3A. 

When cutout is complete, wipe away any dust or debris.

5. Apply a bead of 100% silicone calk/sealant around the
    cutout before installing the bracket. See Figure 3B.

   Push bracket into the cutout. Press firmly to seat into
   the bead of silicone caulk.

6. The bracket is secured to the shower wall using flat
    head stainless steel machine bolts with washers 
    and nuts. 

   Pre-drill the proper sized holes through the holes in the
   bracket through the shower wall. See Figure 4.

   Secure by placing the bolt through the holes. 
   Place washer and nut on the bolt on the back of 
   the shower wall. Tighten all bolts.
   Wipe away any excess silcone that squeezes out. 
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Figure 3A

Figure 4

Figure 3B
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8. Apply a bead of 100% silicone caulk/sealant to the
    back side of the flange on the shelf box.

    Align recessed shelf box with the bracket. 

    Carefully push the shelf box into the opening.

    There are molded taps on the sides of the shelf box. 
    Push in until the you hear these tabs click into
    place.  Wipe away any excess silicone that squeezes
    out around the flange on the inside of the shower.

    See Figure 5.

Shelf Bracket

Molded Tab
(one each side)

Shelf Box

Figure 5

9. On the back side of the shower, check to confirm all
    molded tabs are clicked in against the bracket frame.

    See Photo to the right.

    Also confirm the opening in the wall has a full seal of
    caulking along all edges to act as a water barrier.

7. When the bracket is secured to the shower, the next
    step is to install the recessed shelf to the bracket.
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